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PROLOGUE  
  

The Mother brought Supramental Power to the world on Feb 29, 1956.  Since then that 

Force is one way or another playing its role in all the significant moments of the world’s 

history, while also subtly evolving the world. Its subtle presence was indicated by a 

sudden mysterious appearance of a book in a number of world events, which carried no 

title or author's name.  

Some of the notable moments were the Free speech movement in Berkeley in 1964, the 

parade of the Soviet Union Army in Czechoslovakia in 1968, the discussion of Russian 

politics about the election of Gorbachev representing the party youth in 1971, the 

collapse of Berlin wall in 1989, and so forth.  

Some of the characters associated with this story witnessed The Book during those 

events, yet none were able to possess it.  [related video] 

 

 

PART 1: THE QUEST  
  

The Conference: First Meeting of  the Team 

Every new beginning like every new day, month or year will carry the seeds of vast growth; 

and so the new millennium arriving was no exception. And so the story began with the 

birth of new millennium of the year 2000, carrying a euphoric explosion of new ideas, 

expansive energy, and unshakeable faith in the future. The world‘s best minds in the field 

of artificial intelligence gathered in Fort Lauderdale, Florida from January 5th to 7th 2000 

for the Sixth International Symposium on Artificial Intelligence and Mathematics.    

Many attended the conference in order to watch the debate between two prominent 

professors: Prof Dent and Prof Stearne, who were expert in the field of Artificial 

Intelligence, yet had opposite positions, as one favored the power of machines and the 

other that of human consciousness, whom invented the machines. In the first two days 

of that conference, many individuals presented their research, including the key 

characters of this story - Dan, Ray, Vinay, Anya and Levin. The debate between the two 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dYCHOmZykkY&list=PLhGixAl6tUclTFK3Dz7hPSSFAgxvhWpWd&index=3
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professors on the third day was enchanting to watch, and captivated everyone. At that 

time, the world hadn’t perceived the significance of that conference, yet all occurred 

according to a cosmic plan, pioneered by a small group of people.   

The four – Dan, Ray, Vinay and Anya - met and got acquainted. Since they had a common 

aspiration and dream to integrate Artificial Intelligence with human consciousness, they 

committed to work together. Apart from those who attended the Conference, Albert 

Simon came with a different purpose in mind as he observed the four without them 

noticing.   

 

The Team’s  First AI Product, the Development of the MAI Company, and Failure 

Afterwards, the partners continued their discussion for several days via email. Finally, it 

was decided to create an AI product that would help the people make stock market shares 

investment decisions. In order to set up a new company, they arranged funds from their 

savings, and through various other loan sources. Millennium AI (MAI) was inaugurated on 

Dec 27, 2000 in Berkeley, California with Dan as President, Vinay as Vice President of 

Marketing, Ray as Chief Technology Officer, and Anya as Director of R&D. Limpia the 

helper, Lauren the admin executive, and other technical staffs were recruited afterward.   

During that period, their project funds shrunk considerably due to sudden decline in stock 

market conditions. Despite that hard time, MAI progressed with their prototype product 

named MAIS (Market Artificial Intelligent System) and was tested by Jake, the hedge fund 

lender to MAI in Sep 2002. Its advice brought remarkable results despite volatility in 

market conditions. As such, everyone was delighted with its performance. Unexpectedly 

it had brought the SEC’s attention, and MAI was confronted with possible market 

manipulation due to the workings of MAIS. MAI then studied and tried hard to rectify its 

potential impact, yet they did not succeed. After long discussions, a tough, painful 

decision was taken by the partners to abandon their first product.   

 

Enduring the Hardship, Dan’s Non-Reaction Attracts the NASA Project, MAI Survives 

With little money, no further projects, and employees laid off, MAI barely survived during 

the following year; and yet the partners endured, as they valued their dream. At the 

beginning of 2004, they were left with almost no money and awaited reply for the one 

project proposal they submitted to NASA, considered to be their only hope at the time.  
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On that fateful day of Feb 1, 2004, when Dan was assimilating the history of MAI in 

Berkeley, an email appeared from NASA announcing the rejection of their project 

proposal. Though Dan was shattered, he did not react. Not knowing what to do, he went 

for a walk, ending up at Moe's Book store on Telegraph Avenue in Berkeley. As he was 

browsing the books, a book fell from the upper shelf and landed on his lap. The work 

carried no title, nor an author's name. Dan was intrigued by it and upon opening it, 

noticed it contained the message he so desperately needed. After checking with sales 

staff, Dan was able to take the Book at no charge. A sudden burst of energy welled up 

within him.   

The next day he came to know that the project was indeed awarded to them, and the 

earlier mail was sent by mistake(!) The project was named PAIS (Psychological Artificial 

Intelligence System) and is purpose was to select the right crew members for 

International Space Station, who would have to work in harmony in that demanding 

atmosphere. Their proposal was indeed different from traditional models. The traditional 

models selected members based on complementarity. instead MAI proposed to select 

the members based on active and dynamic interaction. And so the team was not sure 

about the existence of a knowledge source for this sort of concept, and if found how to 

convert that into AI model.   

 

Dan Takes to the Book 

In the meantime, Dan was deeply taken with The Book and its contents. At the same time 

he also came across other related resources from the internet. One set of articles 

explained the theoretical concept of The Book in great detail, along with practical 

examples. It was named Archives. Another set of articles appeared to be in unique 

formats, such as short phrases of truisms, principles as aphorisms, rules, and so forth. It 

was called Messages. Interestingly the internet links appeared to disappear the next day 

after they read it. As a result, they started to print and collect them for reference 

purposes.   

One day, in the middle of PAIS discussion, they received a call from NASA. They wanted 

to reopen the contract bidding process to other organizations, due to the limited, 

inexperience-like project proposal from MAI. And so the partners put aside their conflicts 

and prepared themselves for the meeting. Despite facing a tough challenge in the 

interview, MAI managed to once more secure the contract due to their brilliant 

presentation, provided mainly by Ray. Their project would  
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drew high-level attention from USA’s Government through Gregory Thomson, Assistant 

Secretary of State for International Affairs.  

 

Negative Vibes Attracts Negativity: Dan’s Insights from The Book Overcomes It: Harmony 

of Purpose Code Added 

After the meeting, Ray flew to Boston to attend a family function. However, he was not 

well received there. The atmosphere was so negative that the next day when Ray was 

coming down the stairs, he fell and fractured his leg, putting him in bed for a week. In the 

meantime, Lauren met Dan and explained the situation with Tony Preston to him, who 

had recently been re-recruited for MAI. As it turns out, Tony was working illegally with 

MAIS for Jake after it was abandoned. Though things were fine in the beginning, later he 

was confronted and fired by Jake due to erratic MAIS advice. As a result, Tony became 

angry, modified the code, making the program unusable. Lauren was concerned upon 

learning of these strange developments, and so she came straight to Dan.   

The partners discussed the above issues in great detail. The Book was able to guide Dan 

in addressing the above issues, which also helped PAIS. Dan perceived that Harmony was 

the key factor, and by making right decisions the potential for disharmony would be 

eliminated. Then Dan announced to the partners that the Decisions would be the key to 

PAIS; and he therefore asked them to shift their focus to model a human decision-making 

matrix instead of their current model based on human compatibility.   

The story continued from another angle, as Albert Simon continued to search for The 

Book. He even visited Moe’s bookstore, reviewed video tapes and confirmed that The 

Book was with Dan.  

 

 

Part III: THE PROCESS  
  

  

Lempe Contract: Adding Energy to the Equation 

MAI signed the Lempe contract in early 2006. The partners discovered that Energy was 

the factor that was lacking in Lempe.  The Archives helped them with a way to rejuvenate 
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energy in Lempe, through a concise formula: “Aspiration releases Energy, Direction 

converts the energy into a Force, Organization transforms the force into productive 

Power, and Skilled action applies the power to generate results.” They also found 

evidence that this process was used by Iacocca during Chrysler’s transformation. With 

that AIS5 was developed to factor in Energy. Also, they found during this process that 

both MAI and Lempe organizations were mirror images of one another, and mutually 

benefited though that process. Thereafter, Lempe surprised everyone with its accelerated 

growth.   

 

Conflicts of Cultures at Auku Seen as Opportunities; Incorporated into AIS 

Due to dramatic improvement at Lempe, other unexpected opportunities arrived from 

out of nowhere. The biggest was the Auku project from Norway. It was about issues 

related to merging the cultures after Auku bought out Lyon, the French company. 

Through The Book, the partners perceived that it was not so much a problem, but rather 

an opportunity, as contact between different cultures would help outgrow narrow 

opinions and rigid attitudes, and expand personalities both mentally and psychologically. 

With that AIS6 was developed, aiming to include culture and society as the factor. 

Thereafter, both AIS6 and the Auku project progressed hand in hand. Now that they 

saturated at the level they were at, Life led them to unimaginable higher levels and 

directions.   

In July 2006, MAI was invited by the US State Department, as the Government was seeking 

AIS support in analyzing West Asia problems. Dan and Ray attended the meeting before 

Gregory Thomson and other  

 

Getting Attention of AI Experts Around the World; and Threat from US Government to 

Take Away their AI Systems: Dan Discovers the Book’s Guidance on Threats 

AI experts. MAI was questioned from multiple fronts, since the experts wanted to know 

the source knowledge behind the phenomenal success of AIS. At the end of the meeting 

MAI was asked to provide AIS reports for i) Iraq problem with respect to Sunni-Shia 

violence, and ii) Economic Development and Employment Generation in just three weeks’ 

time.  Ray quickly assembled a team, worked hard on it, and submitted the reports before 

the deadline. However, the real motive of the Government’s interest was revealed in the 

following meeting. In the subsequent meeting, Thomson surprised and forced them to 

sell MAI to a government-based company, citing the reason that AIS should not fall into 
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wrong hands who would use it for wrong purposes. In addition, the negotiations were 

witnessed from behind the wall by Kurt Levin of Mossad.   

The partners quickly gathered and discussed the immense threat to their organization. 

After considering all views, Dan said that he would rather go empty-handed than accept 

the Government proposal as a bribe. As such. he would fight till the end as to protect MAI, 

The Book and their dream. The Book then gave them clarity that the opposition was due 

to formidable forces of darkness that would oppose anything against their established 

order. The Book also provided guidelines on how to mitigate the threat. Dan now 

perceived that The Book was guiding them to widen their outlook and possibility; i.e. to 

universalize; and not to be content with being a small isolated company. As such a 

solution to the threat was devised to break up the program code into different parcels, 

and encrypt and load the parts into different servers in various countries. It was also 

decided to split the key into two parts: one shared by Dan and Ray, and the other by Vinay 

and Anya. The plan was then executed perfectly as the Government could not take over 

control of the MAI program even if they wanted to.   

 

Difficult Meeting with Thompson of US Government: Partners and Dan Stands Up to Him 

The meeting that followed was an acid test. On August 17, 2006 Dan, Ray and Vinay 

attended the meeting with Thomson and his assistants. Ray presented three case-studies 

to demonstrate the complexity, range and depth of AIS6. Thomson interrupted them in 

the middle of the presentation and wanted to discuss things in private. In a private 

meeting, he threatened them with the remark that the government had concluded AIS6 

was a potential security risk and in that measure the best option for MAI was to sell it to 

Uncle Sam for 40-60 million dollars. Vinay then justified the current asset of MAI and 

indicated how vast is value could be in the future. Dan then used his trump card that the 

government could not control them anymore since the programs had been already 

exported overseas. Thomson then used different tactics and technique to negotiate. At 

the end of the meeting, Dan concluded that MAI would remain with them and they would 

not sell to others or let others join them. Thomson became angry and surprised them by 

saying that he was already aware of the existence of The Book. Dan and the partners 

sensed the moment of danger and left the room without saying anything more.   

 

AIS Expands to Solve Global Problem: Meeting with UN Officials: Government Softens Its 

Stands 
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The partners then discussed matters at the airport and decided to release a press news 

about AIS6 capabilities to solve global problems, and would offer free model solutions to 

the UN, as that would give them publicity and protection. Ray’s family friend and MAI 

loaner Bill helped facilitate this, arranging a quick meeting of MAI with UN higher officials. 

All of this was then executed in a miraculously short span of time, a relief to the partners. 

Afterwards, MAI received a call from Edgar Howard who was Thomson’s boss, who now 

wanted to meet up with MAI.   

In the meantime, Dan one day met up with Bill at Ray’s home and genuinely thanked him 

for his contribution to MAI. Dan wanted Bill to be part of MAI as that would smooth out 

the company and the partners in many aspects. Bill also recommended they consult a 

security expert to sort out the loopholes in terms of electronic and physical intrusion.   

Dan and Bill then met up with Howard the following week. Howard seemed to be genuine, 

contrary to Thomson, plus he was unaware of The Book. Howard told them that the 

government was looking for a reliable model to predict future events, and then he shared 

NIE’s wrong prediction about nuclear weapons in Iraq, and aftermath events. Kurt Levin 

witnessed this discussion as well from behind the wall.   

 

Evaluating Threats to AIS from Governments, Terrorists, Et Al: Dan’s Understanding of 

Relationship Between the Individual and Collective; This Knowledge Incorporated into AIS. 

MAI then contacted Luis Gavoche of Oxford security and implemented the security 

measures they suggested. Bill then engaged in research and studied the past reports of 

MAI and the criticisms it had received. The level and accuracy of details clearly revealed 

that the AIS program was worth buying or stealing if necessary. Also MAI appeared 

vulnerable not only to the US government, but to fundamentalist groups who were not 

happy with the MAI reports. Bill also interviewed all the employees and only found Tony 

Preston to be ingenuine. Soon after they learned that Tony had suddenly quit MAI, and 

that Anya’s hard drive and documents were found missing.    

Dan then suggested that Bill join the MAI team as COO. Bill then sold his law firm, risked 

his entire savings, and became part of MAI. Despite the growth of AIS, the partners were 

well aware that they still lacked a significant factor, as they had witnessed the role of key 

individuals in past accomplishments. Dan received an insight from The Book about the 

precise relationship between the individual and the collective. And so the role of human 

personalities and individuality became the key factor in AIS7. The partners then studied 

Jane Austen’s novel Pride & Prejudice in detail in order to understand different layers of 

human personality, which in turn provided them insights for AIS7.   
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Before they fully understood that factor, Life itself gave them the opportunity as they 

simultaneously received a sudden call from Howard in September of 2006. He informed 

them that North Korea was planning for a nuclear test and the US Government was not 

sure about their exact motive. Also, the government did not want another wrong 

prediction and aftermath like the events in the Iraq war. And so Howard urgently wanted 

AIS to predict North Korea’s intentions; particularly what was in the mind of Kim, the 

North Korean leader. Though MAI hadn’t yet developed AIS7 in detail, The Book and 

Archives helped them with that issue. They revealed that human personality was so very 

complex, yet the wisdom base also provided deep insight into human personality through 

a six-dimensional model. It was as follows:  

D1: Development -- Manners-Behavior-Character-Personality --Individuality  

D2: Direction -- Positive vs. Negative  

D3: Aspiration -- Energy level, will for achievement  

D4: Values -- Quest for higher ideals & perfection  

D5: Strength -- Power of personality  

D6: Consciousness-- Nine Levels  

Since Dimension D6 was too complex to understand at that time, the partners decided to 

develop AIS7 based on first five dimensions, and to explore D6 in a future version.   

 

MAI’s Presentation of Capabilities Against 12 Competitors on North Korea, at al 

In the middle of their development, MAI received an urgent call from Howard asking them 

to submit the report that week. Dan and Ray flew to Washington to present MAI reports 

in the scheduled meeting on October 2, 2006. They had no time to review the reports 

until the flight. They found that the executive summaries generated by AIS6b and AIS7 

looked identical in many aspects, but very different and diametrically opposite in many 

others. They were surprised to meet Tony Preston who was sitting beside Kurt Levin of 

Mossad at the meeting. The Mossad’s presentation resembled some of the findings of 

AIS6b, which revealed who stole Anya’s hard drive earlier. There were twelve other 

reports; split half in favor of US action and the rest against it.   

Finally, it was MAI’s turn. Ray presented the case and enlightened everyone in the room 

that the primary motive of the North Korean government was simply survival, not 

aggression. Ray also explained AIS7 conclusion that North Korea would test nuclear 
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weapons in the future to demonstrate their capability, but would not take any action by 

themselves unless provoked. It was also prophesied that the Koreas could be peacefully 

united by themselves, without any foreign interference. He also explained the 

recommendations of what they needed to do based on AIS7 findings. Despite MAI being 

bombarded with questions, the report was well received at the end; particularly by 

Ambassador Bolton‘s representative, who was considered to be a Korean expert.   

Three days later, on October 5, 2006, North Korea conducted an underground nuclear 

test. And yet US government did not react. Four weeks later, MAI received a message 

from Howard, praising MAI for AIS7 accuracy in analyzing and predicting the situation, 

and also attached a cheque from the US government for two million dollars.  

 

 

PART IV: LIFE  
 

Synchronicity of Negative Events; Issue of Chance; and How Character of Life Explains All 

One Saturday morning, Anya found Vinay eager to attend a football game, though she 

was hoping he would help with the domestic chores. A while later he suddenly returned 

with acute stomach pain. Anya brought him to the hospital immediately where he 

underwent emergency surgery for a pancreas rupture. A positive result was that the 

illness provided an opportunity for Vinay to get closer to Katia, daughter of Anya. Before 

Vinay’s illness, Anya’s friend Vena had invited them to a weekend trip to Hawaii. When 

Anya finished the phone conversation, she experienced a hard drive crash on her 

computer. And since she could not back up the documents in time, and also had to take 

care of Vinay, she could not go on the Hawaii trip. A week later, Vena called her again and 

revealed that a powerful earthquake struck Hawaii, coinciding with the date they planned 

earlier. That news shook up Anya and so she called Dan to discuss whether their lives was 

merely an act of chance and whether they had narrowly escaped due to coincidental 

factors like Vinay’s sudden illness, hard drive crash and so forth.  

In the meantime, Ray and Dan came back to Berkeley. There Dan was shocked and 

surprised to see Kurt Levin sitting in his home. Levin spoke to Dan apologetically; that he 

had come on a mission of peace, and therefore handed over Anya’s missing hard drive 

and documents, and also congratulated them for the AIS7 analysis and prediction. Then 
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he shared his involvement with Thomson and Howard, and expressed genuine hope for 

an AIS solution to the Middle East problem.    

[(?) It was their long meeting after Washington visit and after arrival of Levin and the 

partners discussed about Life in detail in the meeting.]  

Anya prepared in advance by gathering all the unrelated events of their past, starting with 

AI conference up through the recent Hawaiian earthquake. It appeared to be Chance at 

work in all of these events. As such, they were puzzled how to evolve a program for human 

accomplishment with Chance as a central variable.  Dan then shared knowledge from The 

Book about Life in detail, summarizing that Life itself indeed has a Character, and that 

Character can evolve progressively just like humans do. Therefore, he concluded that 

there was a precise reason and Purpose behind all these events; certainly not mere 

chance.  

He also revealed that the North Korea issue had in essence abridged time, accelerating 

the development of AIS7. Also, Kurt Levin had come forth with the Middle East problem, 

further evolving the program in the form of AIS8. All of this history indicated that none of 

these challenging circumstances was mere chance.    

 

Levin Admits His Mistakes; Reveals Other Groups Are Seeking the Book 

Levin visited MAI the next day and met with the partners. He briefed them about the 

Palestine issue in detail and surprised them when he indicated he was interested in MAI 

as a result of The Book. Then he shared his experience of seeing The Book in September 

1989 in Berlin, yet he was not able to possess it. He then searched everywhere for it, now 

admitting he took the wrong route by trying to get in contact with it through Thomson. 

As he sought Truth, he came to MAI and admitted all his mistakes.  

He also revealed that not only the US government, but at least five other groups could be 

interested in The Book and were chasing after it. Dan then gave Levin The Book, and he 

was thrilled to see it again. He then suggested that The Book be kept at MAI, in the safest 

place; and urged the organization to double their security arrangements.  

 

Additional Life Response Principles Added to AIS: Study of What Enables Accomplishment 

Begins: This Immense Work Attracts an Opportunity with Choi Group 

Over the next several days, the partners discussed in detail the subject of Life, of Karma, 

and extracted several Life Response principles as the basis for AIS8 development.  Anya 
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came up with a practical question that due to so many variables interacting with one 

another would result in millions of combinations that would need to be modeled for AIS8. 

She used an analogy of an inverted pyramid; that if AIS1 would be a tip of the size of a 

piece, then AIS8 would be as big as the surface of the globe. Levin then commended that 

the strategy MAI followed was a brilliant approach, since they had taken the knowledge 

from The Book and correlated it with wide range of life experiences drawn from history, 

biography, business, literature, and so forth.  

And so Levin suggested taking a large number of human accomplishments from various 

fields and analyze them using hundreds of the most important axioms, which would 

become the basis for developing AIS8.    

Their immense work attracted an external opportunity. Coming through Levin, it was 

multimillion Korean Ben Choi company. And so the Choi group came to MAI and met with 

the partners. They praised the work being done by MAI and wanted to collaborate. Also 

they wanted to further fund the development of AIS and promised to establish contacts 

for yet other funding resources. They were confident that they could receive an at least 

tenfold return from the investment they were planning for MAI. And so things progressed 

quite fast, and an agreement was signed between MAI and Choi group the following 

week.    

 

Establishing Financial Arrangements for Billion Dollar Infusion of Cash Investment in MAI 

from Oppenheimer 

Bill contacted Rolf Oppenhauer from Frankfurt whom he had known through his family 

business, and Rolf was interested in investing in MAI. After negotiations, Oppenhauer 

agreed to two billion dollars for marketing rights; another two billion for 33% shares, and 

another four billion dollars as a loan to be repaid. After arranging all the funds, Bill 

presented the overall financial plan. With that plan, MAI partners would have 51% of the 

shares, 33% would be with Oppenhauer, and the rest MAI to be shared among its 

employees. Levin was given six months leave of absence and he took a full-time position 

in MAI. All the agreements were signed by November 24, 2006 and first installment was 

received from Choi and Oppenhauer group on December 5, 2006.   

Though MAI kept all investment plan and employee stock options confidential, news 

spread among the employees. Upon investigation, the leaking source turned out to be 

Rana—Ray’s wife, as she shared all  
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Gossip Surrounding Financial Arrangement Spoils Things 

It turned out that Rana was trapped by Henmann’s flattering words and shared all the 

secret information about MAI to him without being aware of the fact. Upon investigation, 

the partners discovered that Henmann [belonged to Oppenhauer source. In the 

meantime Bill was also contacted by Oppenhauer for selling MAI shares for the money 

Bill’s father owned for their family business. ?]  

It became clear that Oppenhauer wanted to acquire more shares through Bill, possibly 

through Rana, and some through MAI employees, as the plan was really to take over MAI. 

When Dan researched The Book, it emphasized Self-Givingness as the guiding message 

for that situation.  As a family friend, Bill promised to talk to Rana. [However Dan 

cautioned him as they might not know the full picture and wanted to reply him 

diplomatically and also to reveal the news of MAI was planning to release the source code 

of AIS7 to public as that would discourage Oppenhauer from getting further shares. ?] 

Things moved as planned.   

 

Dan Moves to Cloister (“Dan’s Ashram”); Dan Focuses on Growth in Human Consciousness 

Tools  

By mid-December 2016 Dan moved to the new residential facility within MAI called “The 

Cloister,” which was designed by Anya; referring to it as “Dan’s Ashram”. Only the 

partners and Limpia were allowed to enter. During AIS8 development discussion, Dan told 

the partners that it was time for them to shift from making the machines more conscious 

to making machines that would help the growth of human consciousness. Now je 

revealed his full plan for developing AIS8. The discussions on that subject continued for 

several days.   

 

Search Warrant of MAI Instigated by Oppenheimer as a Result of Gossip About 

Investment: Partners’ Concern for Safety of the Book 

On January 2, 2007 Bill informed Oppenhauer that MAI was in no longer in need of further 

funds from him, and also shared with him their change in product, strategy which made 

Oppenhauer angry. The effect came sooner than imagined when MAI was issued a search 

warrant within a few days, with federal officers seizing piles of documents, hard drives, 

and such.  
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Though The Book was not in the list, it was nowhere to be found after that incident. The 

partners were very concerned that it could be seized illegally during the search by federal 

officers. However, Dan was confident The Book had come to them for a purpose, and it 

would not leave them until the work was done.  

 

After Dan Thinks About Importance of Book in Their Lives, the Book Mysteriously Return 

The next day Dan went on for a walk in the direction of Moe’s bookstore and thoughtfully 

remembered how much his life had changed since the arrival of The Book. He then stayed 

at his old house instead of Cloister that night. That night he escaped from a robbery, with 

Levin arriving at the right time, and because of recent improvement in the security alarm 

system. When he returned to the Cloister the next day, The Book had miraculously 

returned from out of nowhere. It was in fact Limpia who had thoughtfully taken The Book 

with her during the raid, protecting it and then returning it safely.    

Oppenhauer’s adversarial actions continued, as he forced Bill to settle his family loan for 

MAI shares. However, Bill rejected it, as an act of goodwill towards MAI. Life then 

responded in its fashion -- as Dan, expecting such possibilities, promised Bill that MAI 

would buy his share out of Choi’s money which would help Bill settle his loan to 

Oppenhauer. Bill was very moved.    

 

AIS expands into a Second Product called Accomplish 

In the midst of this opposition, MAI continued to grow, now developing two versions of 

AIS: an institutional version to be marked as AIS8, and a version for the individual named 

Accomplish. Accomplish was a web-based product that would enable the users to connect 

across the globe and share their experiences, enabling them to collectively evolve by 

enhancing capabilities of each individual. AIS8 was successfully launched on April 1, 2007, 

and Accomplish on July 1, 2007. Though initially both products were well received by the 

public, Accomplish was later criticized for suspicion of results, various, faults, bugs, and 

so forth. [As such MAI had to study them deeper prior to address.]    

 

PART V: CONSCIOUSNESS  
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Problems and Accusations Against New Product Accomplish; Dan Realizes that Dimension 

of Consciousness Needs to Be Addressed: In This Case Bias of Consciousness of Certain 

Users: The Book and Archives Help with this Issue 

Accusations against Accomplish increased. Dan advised the partners not to react and 

instead shift their focus on other things. One day Levin asked whether the issues could be 

due to users use, and not due to the software itself. As they were analyzing this issue, 

suddenly it occurred to Dan that the problem was due to Consciousness, the sixth 

dimension, missed in the earlier versions of AIS. The Book and Archives gave them 

detailed insights into that topic. It became evident that the biased results were due to 

consciousness of certain users; and so they started to work to address the issue.  

 

Professor Stearne Re-enters the Scene in Light of MAI Having So Many Problems, Including 

Parties Who Want to Steal It: Stearne reveals the Mystery of the Book, including Its 

Appearance from Time to Time 

One day, MAI experienced a security breach, and appeared that MAI could be vulnerable 

to either an electronic or a physical intrusion. The partners were puzzled by the 

continuous attack of adversaries, and finally decided to consult an expert in that field.  

It was Prof. Stearne whom they had met at the Fort Lauderdale conference in 2011. The 

partners then visited him and explained all the history of events associated with The Book 

and MAI. Stearne then studied The Book intensely for an hour and acknowledged that 

The Book contained genuine thoughts written by a true Master of Writing. Then he went 

on to explain Max Theon and the events associated with his life, concluding that Theon 

was not the author of that book.  

He also revealed the mystery surrounding The Book, including the fact that it had 

appeared during various revolutionary moments of history, and the fact that none were 

able to permanently possess it. And yet despite that there were various groups, - people 

from secret societies and similar – who were searching for the Book, wanting to possess 

it for their own purposes.  Prof. Stearne also acknowledged that he had seen such a Book 

during the Hungarian Revolution. After these discussions,  

Prof. Stearne indicated that he wanted to visit MAI regularly to study The Book, which the 

partners gladly agreed to.    

[During that period the professor also cleared up the mystery of the disappearance of 

Archives and Messages pages by a trap experiment and revealed that they were being 

monitored closely even to the level of which web pages they would go.]  
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Stearne’s Interest in the Books’ Theory of Multiplication of Money, and Theory of Infinity: 

Stearne and Dan Continue to Discuss Inner Issues Revealed by the Book 

Stearne then turned to the topic of money, including self-multiplication of money in 

detail, revealing that AIS was such a tool to manifest money infinitely. Moreover, the 

adversaries were more conscious of that fact than the MAI partners! And so as a result, 

they were trying to steal The Book in every conceivable way they could think of.  

Stearne also explained the theory of Infinity to the partners. He believed all the 

adversaries were aware of its power and wanted to possess it any cost. As such The Book 

was considered like the Holy Grail for them. Stearne would thereon in visit MAI daily and 

engaged in rich discussions with Dan on topics addressed in The Book.   

 

Levin’s Doubt about Thompson and US Gov’ts Involvement in Trying to Get the Book 

Meanwhile Levin suddenly went to Washington to meet Thomson - wondering whether 

Thomson was behind all these strange circumstance against MAI. Thomson would deny 

such accusations. Levin then asked about his involvement in the LTCM collapse during 

1990’s. Though Thomson denied it, Levin sensed something from his body and facial 

expressions. [Moreover, it appeared that Gregory’s father Leonard Thomson was deeply 

involved in that case. Levin was hopeful that Gregory would hesitate to take further 

measures if he were to be the root cause.]  

 

Accomplish Program Had Been Polluted by Certain User’s Data; MAI Takes Responsibility 

and Withdraws the Product: Oppenheimer Tries Again to Gain More Shares, Rebuffed 

In the meantime, the true nature of the Accomplish problem was revealed in December 

2007. Though the program was working flawlessly, the data that it was using to give 

recommendations had been polluted by a group of users. In a way, [it was a consolation 

as the problem had surfaced in an earlier stage and the program design was indeed flawed 

in a sense that it was not able to identify and protect itself from the false data.] So, MAI 

temporarily suspended the product and took full responsibility. Immediately it attracted 

tens of thousands of lawsuits; with the claim amount appeared to be approaching 1 billion 

dollars.   

Oppenhauer made use of that opportunity, sending his lawyers to negotiate, desiring to 

buy MAI shares for a humiliating price of 25 million dollars. MAI rejected it outright and 
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countered with an offer to buy back Oppenhauer’s shares for a higher price. MAI then 

quickly moved on to Accompish2 to make the product more perfect. In the meantime, 

Prof Stearne studied the issue in depth using The Book, providing suggestions to resolve 

the falsehood and evil they encountered, as well as to make the product more perfect. 

Later Stearne received yet more insights through the photocopier Inversion incident, and 

explained that by relating it to practical examples like Sears, Google and Amazon. Plus he 

emphasized that the underlying knowledgebase of the product had to be all inclusive, 

including inversions, reversals, contradictions, oppositions and similar possibilities.   

 

Anya’s Team Makes Progress on Accomplish2; Program Rereleased as Accomplis2 and 

then as UNIAC and is Made Available for Free Based on Grow by Giving Value  

Based on his inputs, Anya’s team made remarkable progress with the program, and they 

were confident of beta-testing Accompish2 by April 2008. When the team discussed the 

marketing strategy of the product, Dan surprised everybody (except Stearne) by 

suggesting distributing the product for free, based on the principle of “Grow by Giving” 

he learned through Stearne and The Book.  

In the middle of this progress, Oppenhauer made a surprise visit to MAI on February 29, 

2008. He met all the partners, and then quickly became angry when he learned that 

Accomplish2 would be distributed for free. Since he thought that this decision would 

weaken the company, (the business was already under a variety of law suits), Oppenhauer 

wanted to voluntarily withdraw from MAI. In that crucial moment, Dan acted out of honor 

and integrity, as he didn’t want to repeat of Oppenhauer quoting a humiliating price, and 

so Dan gave him a fair and surprising deal that favored Oppenhauer. As a result, he readily 

accepted. Dan explained to the partners that he didn’t want to use the opportunity 

[cheaply], and was now confident that MAI would be free of the curse of having to pay 

back all the money to Oppenhauer.   

Accomplish2 was released with the titled UNIAC (Universal Networked Intelligent 

Accomplishment Consciousness). As it had addressed all previous faults, and was also 

distributed free, it quickly became a phenomenal success. And yet this time the 

opposition came from the academic community; doubting and debunking the 

psychological model on which UNIAC was based.  
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UNIAC’S Phenomenal Success: Stearne’s Debates On Issue of Academia’s Doubts About 

Program: UNIAC’S Social Importance, Allowing Users to Share their Experiences: Basis of 

Other Programs in the World with Its Decision-Making Capacity , et All. 

To address that, Prof Stearne thought that a public debate would be the solution; and he 

himself would represent his side. The first live program was broadcast on KQED, Bay Area 

public radio, and was followed by several radio and television shows and debates, 

including the very popular Larry King live show, consisting of pioneer veterans in that field. 

Though opposition still remained, these engagements clearly showed the world that MAI 

was no longer an easy target to be defamed or destroyed.  As a result, slowly the academic 

resistance receded, and public acceptance accelerated.  

The power of “grid computing” came as a result of UNIAC, allowing the users to share 

their knowledge, expertise, and decision-making powers. UNIAC thus multiplied the 

power of collective human consciousness, and became a vital contributor to the 

productivity of global society. An unexpected consequence of these developments was 

the gradual demise of the earlier lawsuits caused by the data polluting in Accomplish; and 

they also settled Oppenhauer’s loan amount well before expected. UNIAC’s success 

spread to other countries, like Singapore, and also brought new projects.   

 

UNIAC/Accomplish2 Spawns Games and Many Other Innovative Tools: Spiritual 

Experiences Had by Playing these Games 

The phenomenal success of UNIAC took MAI’s growth in new dimension; including the 

invention and development of the UNIAC bead game (i.e. Life Bead Game, or Life Game 

or Just Bead game). MAI partners understood that it could be a breakthrough product for 

communicating truths about accomplishment to young entrepreneurs and executives; as 

well as for education and research, and also for psychological insight and self-discovery.  

They immediately worked on this new product, and the commercial version was released 

on November 24, 2008. In addition, various types of games were developed afterwards, 

and as a result, a variety of game clubs were formed. Game types were developed in 

various fields of life, like decision making, identifying levels of consciousness, identifying 

six dimensional personality, Life Response, Infinity and others.   

Aside from the joy of playing, another astonishing development from the games was that 

some people who were deeply involved were having spiritual experiences, having feelings 

of decent of peace, even having experience of joy and oneness in their physical body. Dan 

recognized that it was a similar deepening experience that he felt when he read The Book. 

And so he understood that the consciousness of The Book was being transmitted to the 
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users through the bead games. The partners were very surprised of that increasing trend; 

in its magnitude and intensity. As such, the question remained whether UNIAC could also 

be used for psychological growth and spiritual progress, and whether MAI should venture 

into those domains.   

 

PART VI: EVOLUTION  
  

Threat of Adversaries Continued; An Attempted Theft of Book Occurs; Stearne Protects It 

Prof. Stearne and the partners were delighted after the success of UNIAC and Bead 

Games. The atmosphere was so rich. Yet, the threat of adversaries continued in parallel. 

On January 19, 2009 all the partners travelled to Washington to attend the new 

president’s inauguration. Prof. One night Stearne worked very late at the Cloister and 

them went to bed late. Around midnight, he suddenly woke up from a mild explosive 

noise. He the panicked. The first thought that came to mind was The Book. He then 

removed it from the table and pushed it far underneath the sofa. He then pulled a blanket 

over his head and began breathing deeply; his nose pressured against the pillow. A 

moment later, he heard a sound of his room being opened. Someone came inside, 

searched all the drawers one by one, and silently withdrew after some time without 

disturbing the professor.   

After a while Stearne got up and called the security guard. The next day morning he 

informed Dan about the break-in robbery attempt. Fortunately, both he and The Book 

were safe. [It seemed the intruder was not an expert with explosives, and they had 

decided not to disturb the Professor, as that one might be from MAI itself.] Also they 

planned the timing so perfectly that they were aware of the MAI team’s travel agenda. 

The next day police inspector Byrne came to investigate. [They found a note in the safe 

from adversaries as to give them what they were seeking, else the consequences would 

be more serious.]   

 

Was Max Theon’s Descendent Followers the Thieving Party? Stearne Deeply Immersed in 

the Book; Stearne Near a Solution for Who is Culprit and what To Do; Partners Asked to 

Leave Berkeley to Avoid the Thieving Party 

During the discussion with the partners later on, Stearne touched on the topic of Max 

Theon. He told the group that decades ago Theon wanted to possess The Book at any cost 
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and he tried until his death in 1927. Later his quest was furthered by his followers, who 

came from various secret societies, with LAP (Librum Arcanum Potestas) being one  

of them. Stearne had the evidence that they were actively searching for The Book and it 

seemed they would go to any length to obtain it. They were not easily identifiable, and 

therefore it was difficult for the police to capture them. Stearne then told the partners 

that he would study The Book to search for a permanent solution to this security problem. 

After these events, Stearne rarely came out of his room, as he was deeply immersed in 

The Book.   

It turns out that the police investigation could not find any useful leads. Moreover, on 

January 29, 2009 the police received an anonymous call about the placement of 

explosives in the vicinity of MAI. Though it was safely diffused, Dan sensed that it was a 

direct message to MAI, as the adversaries’ threat had now gone to the next level. Stearne 

then relayed the fact that he was almost near a permanent solution, but he would need 

another 96 hours. As such, he requested that the partners leave Berkeley for the 

weekend.   

 

The Book is Missing and Stearne Gone! Camera Reveals Clues as Stearne is Seen Walking 

in San Francisco Airport with a Big Suitcase 

On that weekend night, Stearne worked very late. He purposely gave the helpers Juan 

and Rosa a paid holiday.  Dan and the partners then returned the following Monday. 

When there, Dan noticed that The Book was missing and Prof. Stearne could not be found 

at the Cloister, nor at his own house. The police were then informed of the situation. 

However, from the security camera, it seemed that during the weekend two Hispanic men 

entered MAI through the back door, which required a special access code, and they later 

dragged Prof. Stearne to a car. The partners were now very worried. The next day all the 

local newspapers reported the news about kidnapping of Prof Stearne from MAI.   

After some time it was discovered that Stearne was seen in San Francisco airport via CCTV 

footage. And yet he was also found to be walking freely with a big suitcase. Later they 

found out that he had gone to India to Vinay’s house, and he was told not to disturb the 

professor.  It was a great relief to the partners to find out that Stearne was safe and sound. 

The local newspapers carried the news of the sudden disappearance of the professor, also 

revealing that Stearne had carried the secret book with him that belonged to MAI. Dan 

thought that he disappeared with The Book to protect MAI partners And yet that would 

jeopardize his safety. Meanwhile, the police now stopped their investigation.   
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On Dan’s Return He Finds Missing Book on the Table! Stearne’s Ingenious Plan that Made 

It Happen 

Later that day, when Dan returned, he found The Book on the table! The same Book that 

Limpia explained she found underneath the sofa! Dan now understood the whole 

sequence of events, as Prof. Stearne had convinced the world that The Book was missing 

in order to protect them; and yet The Book was indeed with them. However, Stearne’s 

plan of sudden disappearance to India was still a mystery to Dan.   

Actually Prof. Stearne planned every minute of every detail from the very beginning. As 

such, he had sent the partners, and Limpia, Juan and Rosa out of town.  Juan’s brothers 

Luis and Jose were the two Hispanic men who came to MAI on that day and created the 

illusion of kidnapping. Stearne himself drafted various press statements, and asked his 

lawyer to post them the following week. The plan was so well executed that he was able 

to leave the country and travel to India where he met with his college friends Raj and 

Mita, who were actually the parents of Vinay. He told them to keep his sudden arrival 

secret, as he would be busy in the following days. What he needed desperately however 

was a printer to print a lot of documents, as well as their help to proofread them.   

 

Arrival of a Near Duplicate Volumes of the Book to Parties Worldwide; Stearne’s Actions 

Saved the Book: Dan’s Infinite Admiration and Appreciation of Stearne 

On February 21, 2009 while Dan and Levin were conversing in the Cloister, a parcel arrived 

from India. Dan opened it up and it contained two brown leather-bound volumes. It was 

an almost exact replica of The Book, titled-  

The Infinite Game   

Advanced User’s Manual  

Transcribed from the original by Joseph Stearne   

It was a word-for-word reproduction of The Book. As a result of this development, Dan 

and Levin felt emotionally richer and happier. And on that same day, another The Book 

copy was received by Vinay, Anya, and Ray. Stearne also sent a copy to his home, 

addressing it to Juan. Plus the package contained legal documents giving away his house 

property to them.  The following morning, a FedEx truck delivered a total of six hundred 

books to the MAI office.  
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On February 24, the newspapers printed articles narrating the entire story behind Prof 

Stearne’s sudden disappearance, up to the recent arrival of The Book. As such he had fully 

reconciled the story from the public’s perspective. Dan was overjoyed by the brilliant idea 

and strategy of Stearne. Dan admired the ardent and difficult work Stearne had 

undertaken; and in such a short period of time; and despite his old age, thus completely 

eradicating the threat to MAI and the partners.    

 

Gathering at Professor Dent’s County Home of Various Members Related to Theon-Related 

Secret Society: Handing Out the Book to Everyone Including the Internet Thereby 

Eliminating Any Group’s Power to Use it Exclusively, especially the Theon Group 

On that weekend many people gathered at Prof Dent’s country home. In attendance were 

a number of members of various secret societies’ working in the name of Theon - 

including Grigory Thomon’s father, Albert Simon, Eric Green of MAI, and several others. 

Though they were working individually by themselves, all had one principle in common; 

to suppress The Book at any cost by reaching out to the public.  

And so on that day Eric Green passed a copy of The Book to everyone. And yet now it was 

no longer possible to execute their mission since The Book had become universal 

property; plus, it was now also released on the internet. As such the secret order 

established in the name of Theon became invalid. And yet even the adversaries 

themselves because they each now had a copy of The Book! Due to all these events, it 

was to be the final meeting of the Theon adversaries.    

 

Development of Evolve and Fusion: Possible Reconciliation of Palestinian Issue through 

MAI 

Now with everyone in a delightful mood, Dan had a vision of two other things to be 

accomplished - Evolve and Fusion. Evolve was already happening as a tool for 

psychological growth, but the concept for Fusion was still somewhat hazy.  It would in fact 

go beyond individual accomplishment and social growth to that of spiritual evolution. Dan 

thought that UNIAC created prosperity, Evolve was for personal growth and happiness, 

and Fusion would be to bring about Consciousness, which would be the supreme and 

ultimate form of accomplishment.   

Meanwhile in March 2009, Levin was called by the Israeli Prime Minister’s Office for a 

possible reconciliation of the Palestine issue. This was significant in the wake of the fact 

that they had now witnessed the success of UNIAC and grid computing. Levin discussed 
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the matter with the partners and planned to travel to Israel with Ray and Lauren. Vinay 

and Anya, on the other hand, were planning for a trip to India. Ray was hopeful he would 

visit India with his family and meet Stearne along the way.    

 

Descent of Peace and Sweetness on Dan in Light of All These Marvelous Events; Dan Meets 

Kristy, Stearns’s Daughter 

In a sense, Dan envied all the other partners, as all they had all accomplished what they 

wanted in life. Dan also had a feeling of gratitude and richness about how things had 

changed in his life since The Book had fallen at Moe’s Bookstore. Now in that rich and 

soothing atmosphere, he experienced a decent of sweetness, of peace, and of joy. It was 

a wonderful, mysterious happy feeling. He was thrilled to no end.   

The following Saturday all the partners left Cloister to their own respective work. Dan was 

now left alone.  It was the first time everyone had left for a lengthy period leaving Dan 

behind. And so when Dan woke up on Sunday morning, he was not sure what to do. He 

then picked up The Book and started reading from the beginning. At that moment, the 

phone rang, and the security guard announced a visitor who wanted to meet Dan. It was 

Kristy, Stearne’s nice. She had come all the way from France, because Stearne had asked 

her to. She was little concerned since Stearne was not in Berkeley; however, Dan calmed 

her down and assured her that her uncle was safe and sound. It turns out she also had a 

copy of The Book; plus, she wanted to know about Stearne’s life in the recent years. Dan 

started to share the trail of events from the beginning of MAI through recent 

developments. As he finished narrating the entire series of events, it was already evening. 

Fully immersed in what Dan had said, Kristy was now speechless. Despite that she was 

little puzzled as to why she had been invited there, since Prof Stearne was not in Berkeley. 

Dan was beginning to think he knew the answer. 


